For 53 years, we’ve
been celebrating
Fort Bend’s history.

Now, you have a chance
to help transform it!

From need, to dream,
to reality.
At the Fort Bend History Association, we’ve been
telling our county’s story since 1967. It’s a story that
is uniquely Texan and still evolving: the Old 300,
America’s most diverse county, the historic Moore
Home and thousands of visiting school kids — and so
much more. It’s understanding what brought us here,
and shining a light on what makes us unique.
Until now, its centerpiece has been a non-descript,
somewhat functional, but, to be blunt, uninspiring
museum building.

a better building. A better history.
Our museum began its life as a storage facility for historic artifacts.
It was then converted to a museum space and has served in that role,
unchanged, for years.
It has long been in need of an update. Actually, a transformation. Two
years ago, we set out on a path to renovate the outside by giving it a look
to match the Moore Home next door. We also wanted to do the same
on the inside by expanding the space to increase program flexibility and
updating exhibits that hadn’t been touched in decades.
Today, even in the middle of an historic pandemic, this vision is so
close to becoming reality. Plans have been drawn. Money has been raised.
Permits have been obtained. And some very creative museum experts and
architects have been engaged to help us transform.
In short, our community is very close to having the Museum it
deserves. You can help make this happen!

July 2020: Construction/demolition
progress in the Museum gallery.

Your role in making history
Our dream is smart, efficient, creative, and flexible. It creates a better museum by day and a unique event
space by night. It also comes with a $2 million price tag — which isn’t pocket change but, considering
what it delivers, is a pretty good bargain.
Many different groups, foundations, organizations, and individuals have
agreed. To date, they’ve helped us close out our matching grant challenges
to allow us to get started with the plans, the approvals, and the gutting of
our current space to prepare for the creation of a better space.
But there are still ways for you to help us transform! With a new
museum comes new educational programming, landscaping, an
enhanced gift shop selection - an immersive visitor experience.

consIder donatIng toward these
equally valuable projects!

glImpses from the
new exhIbIt:

LER ERA

General Description:
Moving towards the right, visitors will enter
the first exhibit area, Settler Era. A large
date panel marks the beginning of the time
period, with additional key dates to provide
context. Layered graphic panels tell the
story of Stephen Austin and the Old 300’s
arrival in Fort Bend, along with information
about their daily life and relations with
the Tonkawa and Karankawa. Away from
the wall is a grouping of items including
a scaled wagon, a 2D Stephen Austin, a
trunk filled with period clothing for dress up,
and an artifact case disguised as a crate.
The wagon features six cubes with various
images of items settlers brought to Texas.
Visitors can rotate the cubes to choose their
supplies. In the corner is a scene featuring
a dog trot cabin facade with a window
allowing visitors to peer at objects inside.
The exhibit area ends with a large map of
the land grants overlaid onto a current map
of Fort Bend County so visitors can see
whose land grant they live on.

make a safe secure
donation at:
fortbendmuseum.org/
historyrising

grand
opening:
may 2021

a word about your support

Our “History Rising” campaign has set us down the path of an amazing journey. All of you who have contributed support —
whether finances, expertise, motivation, or simply a reinforcing word — have been such an inspiration.
How often do museums get reinvented and reimagined?
Without all of you, we would not have made it this far.
When we open our new space in May 2021, we will have
the opportunity to more formally recognize those who
have provided support.

Every gift of $10,000 and above will be recognized on our donor wall!
Looking for a specific naming opportunity?
Contact Zarinah K. Poole at 281-342-1256 or
zpoole@fbhistory.org for customized packages.

Above: Moving the big sugar kettle out of the
Museum’s old gallery earlier this summer.
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